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About This Game
Foreword
We designed this game as a free prequel to our full-fledged adventure Shining Orb, to showcase the exciting universe and gameplay
experience we are working on, and build a community of passionate gamers. Shining Orb will be released in the future, with
homemade graphics and music. We hope you will join our community and provide us with your insightful feedback to guide the
development of Shining Orb!

You are a leader of the human resistance. The Elves have enslaved Humanity and are ruling the floating islands with their magic
orbs. Might this quest offered by a mysterious contact be your chance to win freedom for your people? Will you succeed, or will
you bring doom for all?

Key Features
Immersive story
Immerse yourself in an enthralling story set in a colorful universe. Explore a whole new world torn by cataclysms and
wars.
Puzzles and Battles
Find hidden treasures, solve challenging puzzles, discover places long forgotten and fight epic battles.
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Music Minigame
Take a break from sword and shield and face the music! Around a campfire or on the battlefield, let your flute be your
greatest ally with the original music class and its devastating combos.
Achievements
A great RPG would not be complete without achievements! Be it through simply advancing the story or by overcoming
the hardest challenges and mini-games, claim them all and be the true master of the game!
Free
And last and not least, try it because … it’s free!!
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Vorge Studio
Publisher:
Vorge Studio
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2018
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English
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Update V 1.2:
Hi all!
Thanks for the great work in helping us find the bugs in the game!
Here are the changes in this update :
V1.2
- Added option to remap keyboard keys
- Corrected multiple spelling mistakes
- Fixed enemies to have better loot (steal-able and usable)
- Changed Miralien sprite in combat
- Other minor balancing improvements. Update V 1.3:
This is the update you were all waiting for!
- The music mini game is now working better!
In our beta test, the music was better synced with the arrows. We hope it will be the same for all of you. Please give us your
feedback on this update so we know if the issue is fixed or not.. Android version now available!!!!:
The Android version of Shining Orb Prequel is now officially available! Find your favorite heroes on your mobile phone and
bring them with you on your adventures!

Link to the Google Play Store [play.google.com]. New Update:
Shining Orb Prequel received an update for the music minigame!
It may not be live yet, but for those of you who already have it, we are putting a last touch on few minor issues before release..
Update V 1.5:
In this update, we have fixed the item menu. It will no longer exit when an item is used!. Update V 1.4:
Hi all!
With this update we should be up to date with the community feedback. If you ever find something else, we will look at it as
soon as possible.
Thanks again for your help!
Here are the changes in this update :
V1.4
- Minor bug fixes
- Pluggins updates
- Option to mute sound when players are talking
- Spelling corrections
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